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1 Introduction
The discovery of the thermodynamic properties of black holes in the 1970s implied a close
connection between gravity and thermodynamics [1–3]. It also motivated the idea that
gravity could be an emergent phenomenon. Based on these observations, Jacobson [4]
showed that the Einstein equation can be derived from black hole thermodynamics applied
for a local accelerating observer. Verlinde then suggested that gravity is an entropic force
induced by the change of entropy associated with position [5]. He derived Newton’s force
by applying the holographic principle and equipartition rule of energy.
Padmanabhan [6] recently proposed a governing equation that would control the ex-
pansion of cosmic space. It has been known that the universe of pure de Sitter type satisfies
the holographic equipartition, Nsur = Nbulk, where Nsur and Nbulk are the degrees of free-
dom (DOF) of the boundary surface and of the bulk, respectively. Under the assumption
that our universe is asymptotically de Sitter, Padmanabhan considered that the expansion
of the universe is being driven towards holographic equipartition. Thus, he conjectured
that the governing equation for the expansion of cosmic space is given by
dV
dt
= L2p(Nsur −Nbulk), (1.1)
where V is the volume of cosmic space enclosed by the apparent horizon, and Lp is the
Planck length. Using the above relation and with further assumptions of the holographic
principle and the equipartition rule of energy, he succeeded in obtaining the Friedmann
equation of the (3+1)-dimensional flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe in
Einstein gravity.
Then in ref. [7], Cai obtained the Friedmann equations for an (n+1)-dimensional flat
FRW universe in the Einstein, Gauss-Bonnet, and Lovelock gravity cases using Padmanab-
han’s conjecture. However, in the Gauss-Bonnet and Lovelock cases, Cai used an effective
volume for the volume change but used the plain ordinary volume for the bulk DOF.
In order to avoid this discrepancy, the plain ordinary volume was used both for the
volume change and for the bulk DOF in ref. [8]. But it was not free, and in order to obtain
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the Friedmann equation, Padmanabhan’s relation (1.1) had to be severely modified in both
Gauss-Bonnet and Lovelock cases.
The application to the non-flat case was first done in ref. [9]. Although the Friedmann
equation was obtained with a slight modification of Padmanabhan’s conjecture, this work
was criticized for using the aerial volume instead of using the proper invariant volume for
non-flat geometry.
Ref. [10] tried to make up for this shortcoming by using the proper invariant volume in
the non-flat Einstein case. However, they also had to severely modify Padmanabhan’s rela-
tion in order to obtain the Friedmann equation. In that work ‘the effective Planck length’
was newly introduced solely to contain all the complications of the time dependence replac-
ing the proportionality factor, so that the original form of Padmanabhan’s conjecture could
be maintained. But this is certainly not commensurate with Padmanabhan’s conjecture,
wherein the rate of volume change should be just proportional to Nsur −Nbulk.
In this paper, we show that all these conjectured relations appearing in refs. [6–10]
simply follow from the Friedmann equation when we assume the holographic principle and
the equipartition rule of energy. The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2,
we show that Padmanabhan’s relation and its modified versions can be obtained from the
Friedmann equation for the flat FRW universe in the Einstein, Gauss-Bonnet, and Lovelock
gravity cases. In section 3, we perform the same analysis for the non-flat case in (3+1)-
dimensions. We conclude with a discussion in section 4. Throughout the paper, we use the
natural units kB = c = ~ = 1 for the sake of brevity.
2 Emergence of cosmic space for a flat FRW universe
In this section, we show that the Friedmann equation of the flat FRW universe yields
Padmanabhan’s relation when the holographic principle and the equipartition rule of energy
are assumed.
For later reference, we consider an (n+1)-dimensional FRW universe with the metric
ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)
(
dr2
1− kr2 + r
2dΩ2n−1
)
, (2.1)
where dΩ2n−1 denotes the line element of the (n − 1)-dimensional unit sphere. Here, the
spatial curvature constant k corresponds to a closed, flat and open universe for k = +1, 0,
and −1, respectively. The metric (2.1) can be rewritten as
ds2 = habdx
adxb + r˜2dΩ2n−1, a, b = 0, 1, (2.2)
where r˜ = a(t)r, hab = diag(−1, a2/1 − kr2), and (x0, x1) = (t, r). The apparent hori-
zon in (2.2) is defined as the marginally trapped surface with vanishing expansion and is
determined by the relation hab∂ar˜∂br˜ = 0. Thus, the radius of the apparent horizon is
given by
r˜A =
1√
H2 + k/a2
, (2.3)
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where H ≡ a˙/a is the Hubble parameter. The Hawking temperature associated with the
apparent horizon is given by
TH =
1
2pir˜A
. (2.4)
In this paper, we will consider the case in which the distribution of matter and energy
takes the form of a perfect fluid. Then the Friedmann equations in the (n+1)-dimensional
Einstein gravity are given by [12]:
H2 +
k
a2
=
16piLn−1p
n(n− 1) ρ, (2.5)
a¨
a
= − 8piL
n−1
p
n(n− 1) [(n− 2)ρ+ np]. (2.6)
We now restrict ourselves to the flat case (k = 0). Since the volume enclosed by the
apparent horizon r˜A in the flat case is given by V = Ωnr˜
n
A, where Ωn is the volume of the
unit n-sphere, the rate of volume change is given by
dV
dt
= nΩnr˜
n−1
A
˙˜rA. (2.7)
Then with the use of the Friedmann equation (2.6), it is given by
dV
dt
= Ln−1p
(
A
Ln−1p
+
8pir˜AV
n− 1 [(n− 2)ρ+ np]
)
, (2.8)
where A = nΩnr˜
n−1
A . The bulk Komar energy in an (n+1)-dimensional flat spacetime is
given by [11]:
E =
[(n− 2)ρ+ np]
(n− 2) V. (2.9)
With the use of the equipartition rule of energy, the bulk DOF is given by
Nbulk =
2|E|
TH
= −4pir˜AV [(n− 2)ρ+ np]
n− 2 . (2.10)
Note that (n− 2)ρ+ np < 0, since Nbulk > 0.
The surface DOF can be identified as in ref. [5] by
Nsur = α
A
Ln−1p
, (2.11)
where α = (n − 1)/2(n − 2). The inclusion of the coefficient α is necessary to attain the
correct identification with the Newton constant in the higher dimensional case [5]. Eq. (2.8)
can then be written as
dV
dt
= L˜n−1p (Nsur −Nbulk), (2.12)
where L˜p is defined by
L˜n−1p ≡ Ln−1p /α.
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This is the relation that Cai used in ref. [7] to derive the Friedmann equation in the
(n+1)-dimensional flat Einstein case. Note that in the (3+1)-dimensional case, α = 1 and
L˜p = Lp, and so we recover the relation (1.1) that Padmanabhan conjectured.
In the remaining part of this section, we will perform the same analysis in the Gauss-
Bonnet and Lovelock gravity cases.
First, we consider the Gauss-Bonnet case. Recall that the apparent horizon and volume
are given by the same formulas as in the Einstein case. The Friedmann equations for the
Gauss-Bonnet gravity are given by [12]:
H2 +
k
a2
+ α˜
(
H2 +
k
a2
)2
=
16piLn−1p
n(n− 1) ρ, (2.13)(
H˙ − k
a2
)[
1 + 2α˜
(
H2 +
k
a2
)]
+
(
H2 +
k
a2
)[
1 + α˜
(
H2 +
k
a2
)]
= − 8piL
n−1
p
n(n− 1) [(n− 2)ρ+ np], (2.14)
where α˜ = (n− 2)(n− 3)α.
Now we get into the flat case (k = 0). The rate of the volume change (2.7) is given by
dV
dt
=
Ln−1p
(1 + 2α˜r˜−2A )
(
A(1 + α˜r˜−2A )
Ln−1p
+
8pir˜AV
n− 1 [(n− 2)ρ+ np]
)
. (2.15)
In the above we used the Friedmann equation (2.14) with k = 0. The bulk DOF is given
by the same formula as in the Einstein case:
NGB
bulk
= −4pir˜AV [(n− 2)ρ+ np]
n− 2 . (2.16)
If we use the same ansatz for the surface DOF as in ref. [7],
NGB
sur
=
A(1 + α˜r˜−2A )
L˜n−1p
, (2.17)
then eq. (2.15) can be expressed as
dV
dt
=
L˜n−1p
(1 + 2α˜r˜−2A )
(NGB
sur
−NGB
bulk
). (2.18)
This is still different from Padmanabhan’s relation (1.1) by the factor (1 + 2α˜r˜−2A )
−1. To
deal with this, Cai [7] introduced the effective volume related to the effective area, which
has been used to deal with the entropy of black holes in the Gauss-Bonnet gravity case:
A˜ = A
(
1 +
n− 1
n− 32α˜r˜
−2
A
)
. (2.19)
The effective volume can be obtained using the relation dV˜ /dA˜ = r˜A/(n− 1). In this way,
we get the relation
dV˜
dt
= L˜n−1p (N
GB
sur
−NGB
bulk
), (2.20)
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which was used in ref. [7] to get the Friedmann equation in the Gauss-Bonnet case. How-
ever, there is a catch in this derivation; in the above equation, on the right-hand side the
plain ordinary volume was used for the bulk DOF (2.16), but on the left-hand side the
effective volume was used to calculate the rate of volume change.
In order to avoid the above discrepancy, the authors of ref. [8] assumed a relation
modified severely from the original Padmanabhan conjecture (1.1). However, their modified
relation can be also obtained from the Friedmann equation, as we see now. They used the
same bulk and surface DOFs as in the flat Einstein case, eqs. (2.10) and (2.11). Then one
can show that the rate of volume change (2.15) can be written as
dV
dt
= Ln−1p
(Nsur −Nbulk)/α+ α˜K(Nsur/α)1+
2
1−n
1 + 2α˜K(Nsur/α)
2
1−n
, (2.21)
whereK = (nΩn/L
n−1
p )
2/(n−1). In fact, eq. (2.21) is the modified relation that was assumed
in ref. [8] to derive the Friedmann equation in the Gauss-Bonnet case.
Next we consider the Lovelock gravity case. As in the Gauss-Bonnet case, the space-
time is described by the same metric (2.1). The apparent horizon and the volume remain
the same as in the Gauss-Bonnet case. The Friedmann equations in the Lovelock gravity
are given by [12]:
m∑
i=1
cˆi
(
H2 +
k
a2
)i
=
16piLn−1p
n(n− 1) ρ, (2.22)(
H˙− k
a2
) m∑
i=1
icˆi
(
H2+
k
a2
)i−1
+
m∑
i=1
cˆi
(
H2+
k
a2
)i
= −8piL
n−1
p
n(n−1) [(n−2)ρ+ np], (2.23)
where m = [n/2] and the coefficients are given by
cˆ1 = 1, cˆi = ci
2m∏
j=3
(n+ 1− j) for i > 1. (2.24)
Once again we consider the flat case (k = 0). Then with the use of the Friedmann equa-
tion (2.23) with k = 0, the rate of volume change (2.7) is given by
dV
dt
=
Ln−1p∑m
i=1 icˆir˜
2(1−i)
A
(
A
∑m
i=1 cˆir˜
2(1−i)
A
Ln−1p
+
8pir˜AV
(n− 1) [(n− 2)ρ+ np]
)
. (2.25)
As in the Gauss-Bonnet case, the bulk DOF is the same as in the Einstein case,
NL
bulk
= −4pir˜AV [(n− 2)ρ+ np]
n− 2 , (2.26)
and if we use the same ansatz for the surface DOF as in ref. [7],
NL
sur
=
A
L˜n−1p
m∑
i=1
cˆir˜
2(1−i)
A , (2.27)
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then eq. (2.25) can be written as
dV
dt
=
L˜n−1p∑m
i=1 icˆir˜
2(1−i)
A
(NL
sur
−NL
bulk
). (2.28)
Now, we introduce the effective volume related to the effective area, which has been
used to deal with the entropy of black holes in the Lovelock case, as Cai did in [7],
A˜ = A
m∑
i=1
i(n− 1)
(n− 2i+ 1) cˆir˜
2(1−i)
A , (2.29)
and use the relation dV˜ /dA˜ = r˜A/(n− 1), then eq. (2.28) can be expressed as
dV˜
dt
= L˜n−1p (N
L
sur
−NL
bulk
). (2.30)
This is the relation used in ref. [7] to get the Friedmann equation in the Lovelock case.
However, this derivation has the same problem as in the Gauss-Bonnet case; on the right-
hand side the plain ordinary volume was used for the bulk DOF (2.26), but on the left-hand
side the effective volume was used to calculate the rate of volume change.
To avoid this discrepancy, the authors of ref. [8] did the same thing as in the Gauss-
Bonnet case; they used the same bulk and surface DOFs as in the flat Einstein case,
eqs. (2.10) and (2.11). Then one can easily show that the rate of volume change (2.25) can
be written as
dV
dt
= Ln−1p
(Nsur −Nbulk)/α+
∑m
i=2 c˜iKi(Nsur/α)
1+
2(i−1)
1−n
1 +
∑m
i=2 ic˜iKi(Nsur/α)
2(i−1)
1−n
, (2.31)
where Ki = (nΩn/L
n−1
p )
2(i−1)/(n−1). This is indeed the modified relation used in ref. [8] to
derive the Friedmann equation in the Lovelock case.
3 Emergence of cosmic space for a non-flat FRW universe
In this section, we check Padmanabhan’s conjecture in the non-flat case. For the sake of
brevity, we do this in the (3+1)-dimensional case.
The invariant volume of the space enclosed by the apparent horizon r˜A for the (3+1)-
dimensional non-flat FRW universe is given by
Vk = 4pia
3
∫ r˜A/a
0
r2√
1− kr2dr, (3.1)
where k = ±1. Note that Vk becomes 4pir˜3A/3 in the limit k → 0.
Sheykhi was the first to apply Padmanabhan’s conjecture to the non-flat case [9].
However, instead of using the proper invariant volume (3.1), Sheykhi used the aerial volume
for the flat case, V = Ωnr˜
n
A. Thus, the rate of volume change was given by eq. (2.7). In
the Einstein case, using the Friedmann equation (2.6) and the relation (2.3), the rate of
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volume change is given by the right-hand side (r.h.s.) of eq. (2.8) multiplied by a factor
Hr˜A. Adopting the same definitions of the bulk and surface DOFs as in the flat case,
eqs. (2.10) and (2.11), one can easily check that the rate of volume change is given by
dV
dt
= L˜n−1p Hr˜A(Nsur −Nbulk), (3.2)
where V = Ωnr˜
n
A. This is just the modified relation that Sheykhi assumed in order to
obtain the Friedmann equation in the non-flat Einstein case.
In the Gauss-Bonnet and Lovelock cases, Sheykhi followed Cai’s method [7].
Using the same volume as in the Einstein case and with the aid of the Friedmann
equations (2.14) and (2.23), the rates of volume change in the Gauss-Bonnet and Lovelock
cases are given by the r.h.s. of eqs. (2.15) and (2.25), respectively, with the same additional
multiplication factor, Hr˜A.
Then with the same definitions of the bulk and surface DOFs as Cai’s in the flat case,
one can check that the rate of the change of the effective volume can be written as
dV˜
dt
= L˜n−1p Hr˜A(N
GB
sur
−NGB
bulk
) (3.3)
in the Gauss-Bonnet case, and
dV˜
dt
= L˜n−1p Hr˜A(N
L
sur
−NL
bulk
) (3.4)
in the Lovelock case. These two relations are what Sheykhi assumed for the derivations
of the Friedmann equations in the Gauss-Bonnet and Lovelock cases. Obviously these
derivations have the same problem as Cai’s, namely using the effective volume for the
volume change but using the ordinary volume for the bulk DOF.
Now we look into how the Friedmann equation can yield the modified Padmanabhan’s
relation assumed in ref. [10] when the proper volume is used.
By applying the Friedmann equation (2.6) and with the use of the relation (3.1), the
rate of the change of the invariant volume is given by
dVk
dt
= 4pir˜2A
( ˙˜rA
Hr˜A
− 1 +Hr˜AVk
V¯k
)
= L2p
[ A
L2p
Hr˜A
Vk
V¯k
+
V¯k
Vk
4pir˜A(ρ+ 3p)Vk
]
(3.5)
where V¯k = 4pir˜
3
A/3 and A = 4pir˜
2
A.
Since the bulk Komar energy in the non-flat case is given by [11]
Ek = (ρ+ 3p)Vk, (3.6)
the bulk DOF with the assumption of the equipartition rule of energy is given by
Nbulk =
2|Ek|
TH
= −4pir˜A(ρ+ 3p)Vk. (3.7)
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Here ρ+ 3p < 0, since Nbulk > 0. Applying the holographic principle, the surface DOF is
given by
Nsur = A/L
2
p. (3.8)
Now, the rate of volume change (3.5) can be written as
dVk
dt
= L2p
(
Hr˜A
Vk
V¯k
Nsur − V¯k
Vk
Nbulk
)
≡ L2p∆N . (3.9)
Here, we introduce ∆N for later use.
Obviously the above result shows that Padmanabhan’s conjecture does not hold in the
non-flat case if one uses the proper invariant volume. Thus in ref. [10], in order to conform
with the original form of Padmanabhan’s conjecture, the Planck length had to be replaced
with ‘the effective Planck length,’ which is a complicated function of time. Now, we briefly
look into how ‘the effective Planck length’ of ref. [10] can be obtained.
From eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) and using the Friedmann equation (2.6), one can write the
following relation:
Nsur −Nbulk = 4pir˜
2
A
L2p
Vk
V¯k
[( ˙˜rA
Hr˜A
− 1 + V¯k
Vk
)]
≡ ∆N. (3.10)
Using the above relation, one can now rewrite eq. (3.9) in the following form:
dVk
dt
≡ L2pfk(t)∆N, (3.11)
where
fk(t) ≡ ∆N
∆N
=
L2p
4pir˜2A
V¯k
Vk
(
Hr˜A
Vk
V¯k
Nsur − V¯kVkNbulk
)
(
˙˜rA
Hr˜A
− 1 + V¯kVk
) . (3.12)
Relation (3.11) is what was assumed in ref. [10] to derive the Friedmann equation.
√
L2pfk(t)
was dubbed there as ‘the effective Planck length’. However, the complicated time depen-
dence of the function fk(t) just tells us that the rate of volume change is not proportional
to ∆N = Nsur −Nbulk, in stark contrast to Padmanabhan’s idea that it should be.
4 Conclusion
In this paper we have shown that how Padmanabhan’s original conjecture on the evolu-
tion of cosmic space and its modified versions in various cases can be obtained from the
Friedmann equation. In doing this, we have assumed the holographic principle and the
equipartition rule of energy as they were assumed by Padmanabhan and others who used
‘the conjecture’ to obtain the Friedmann equation.
Padmanabhan’s original relation emerges without difficulty from the Friedmann equa-
tion in the flat Einstein case. However, in the non-flat Einstein case, the Friedmann
equation emerges only when one uses the aerial volume instead of the proper volume. Fur-
thermore, in the Gauss-Bonnet and Lovelock cases, Padmanabhan’s conjecture has to be
severely modified even for the flat FRW universe to obtain the Friedmann equation.
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In the non-flat Einstein case, Sheykhi [9] used a relatively simple modification of Pad-
manabhan’s conjecture to obtain the Friedmann equation. However, Sheykhi used the
aerial volume instead of the proper invariant volume for non-flat space. Ref. [10] tried
to make up for this shortcoming with the use of the proper invariant volume. However,
Padmanabhan’s conjecture had to be severely modified to such an extent that it looses the
meaning of the original conjecture.
For the Gauss-Bonnet and Lovelock gravity theories, Cai [7] first applied Padman-
abhan’s conjecture to obtain the Friedmann equation in the flat case. He considered the
effective volume instead of the plain volume to calculate the rate of volume change and
managed to obtain the Friedmann equation with the original Padmanabhan relation. How-
ever, there was a catch in his derivations; he used the plain volume for the bulk DOF instead
of the effective volume. In order to remedy this inconsistency, the plain volume was used
both for the volume change and for the bulk DOF in ref. [8]. However, Padmanabhan’s
conjecture had to be severely modified in [8] in order to get the Friedmann equations in
both Gauss-Bonnet and Lovelock cases.
The analysis carried out in this paper shows that Padmanabhan’s conjecture can be
obtained from the Friedmann equation without any difficulty in the flat Einstein case. For
the non-flat case, Padmanabhan’s conjecture with a slight modification can be obtained
from the Friedmann equation only when one uses the aerial volume. However, applying it
to non-Einstein gravity cases, one encounters serious difficulties and the conjecture itself
has to be heavily modified to get the Friedmann equation.
Padmanabhan’s assumption that the expansion of the universe is being driven towards
holographic equipartition is seemingly very attractive. Nonetheless, the work in this paper
shows that it is only compatible with the aerial volume not with the proper volume in the
non-flat Einstein case. Furthermore, it also has severe difficulties in non-Einstein cases.
However, if we assume that Padmanabhan’s conjecture is correct, then the above
limitation or trouble other than the flat Einstein case might give us some hint as to why
our universe is spatially flat.
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